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The paper details the circumstances and causes of the evolution of the ría of Foz and its beaches since the first
exterior work to build a port entrance light that justified two successive projects for shore protection and beach
nourishment, and the fundamentals of the second one, following the field studies developed since 1978 till 1998.
Cantabrian as Gallician are river-mouth bays whose maritime dominance makes them different respect to other
regular estuaries and they are suffering a deeply accentuated process of filling only attenuated by their spit-barriers.
Paper also shows the result of the works for the last sand passing and nourishment which mainly proves that the
interior sands have a great steadiness though proceeding from the littoral drift and that the transferred sands have a
great initial stability although being poured out in the inter-tidal and strand zones of the beaches and in absence of
rigid works.
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ABSTRACT

Beach Nourishment for Shore Protection by Out-Back-Passing Sands

J. J. Diez†; V. Negro‡; P. Fernández§ and J. A. García �

INTRODUCCION

FIRST PROJECT FOR PROTECTION AND
NOURISHMENT

SECOND PROJECT

Cantabrian are river-mouth bays with a fluvial-tectonic
origin which makes them different from firths and other similar
bays, and with the dominance of maritime conditions which
establishes great differences respect to regular estuaries. (M

., 1993) They are, however, the only sheltered areas
in the Northern coasts of the Iberian Peninsula, what has
permitted the establishing of relatively small ports into them.
But as all the rías it behaves as sediment traps for littoral drift

1979; 1980). Ría of Foz is an example of those
with a traditional small fishing port ( ., 1988;
1999 -Figure 2a- and 2000) that had tried to extend for trading
activities and where filling process as a trap had led to problems
in the entrance and other channels and in the basins of the port,
avoiding not only that small transformation but the original
activity as well. These problems demanded works looking for
improving the port facilities/conditions that caused a brusque
change in the mouth morphology which rapidly led to both the
erosion of the around beaches and the acceleration of the
infilling process. As a matter of fact those former problems
initially accentuated the traditional risks of harbor entrance
caused by the left margin outcrops of the exterior
western headland of the ría so that a light signal at the end of a
short groin was built there in the thirty's. The groin induced
however a notorious movement in the eastern sand barrier of the
ría increasing the meanders and the mobility of the channels,
what was the origin of frequents sandy running ashore in fifties
end sixties. Therefore the jetty to fix the access channel in the
sixties ( ., 1988 -figures 2 and 3-; 2000-fig. 4-).

The jetty was perpendicular to the light groin outwards and
generated a new wide though fortuitous pocket beach, but not
being able of fixing the channel in the interior of the ría, it was
prolonged inwards without e previous protection of the eastern
banks and barrier. It caused some brusque changes of the mouth
morphology by the erosion of the barrier in just the spring tide of
March 1978, what rapidly led to both the erosion of the around
beaches ( ., 1988 figures 4 to 8-; 2000 fig.2-) and
the acceleration of the infilling process, extremely important
between 1978 and 1987 ( ., 1990 figures 8 to 14-;

., 1991); and the more delayed erosion of other
eastward beaches. The erosions of the eastern beaches of the ría
acquired a fast intensity and led to a project of construction for

protecting them; our viewpoint ( ., 1988) of doing it by
regenerating the eroded beaches and rebuilding the lost spit,
passing sands from its interior zone, was accepted and the
project was built during 1986-88.

The solution, not only so for beach regeneration and shore
protection, was trying also of attenuating the increased infilling
process for maintaining the port facilities, but it had not a totally
good performance because of several failures mainly due to the
incomprehension, during construction and after that, of the
nature and mechanisms of the process: Problems in the sand
passing led to an important deficit in the necessary
nourishment, immediately evidenced after the end of the works
so that during trespassing (1987) the volume actually trespassed
was less than one half the projected volume of sediments to
trespass ., 1991); and, although the system
performed across a longer time as foreseen in the project and
began to show the effects of the delayed natural nourishment of
the beaches in the following years ( 1995 figs. of pp.
1490/93-; 1997- fig. 6- and 2000 fig. 5-), inadequate dredging
of the channel led to the unsteadiness of the beaches again; they
were several unnecessary dredges affecting the free rim of the
channel which increasingly weakened the stability of that
beaches and avoided the progression of their natural recovering.
The last inadequate dredging of 1997 led to the maximum
erosion of a nearby beach in which the back cliffs began to
suffer strong erosion under an extreme combination of waves
and tides and the presence of rubbles from a previous rocky
protection led to an alarming cliff erosion which claimed for a
new project of shore protection. This was the motive for a
second project to nourish the referred beaches again.

The second project for shore protection in the mouth was
drafted in 1999 and consisted on a simple sand passing from the
interior of the ría to the beaches, just to compensate the deficit of
the former project plus the erosion provoked by the channel
dredging. It was based on the hypothesis sustained in a balance
of sediments ., 1991) completed by a posterior
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more accurate research ( 2000) that first nourishment had
been inefficient for failures in the back passing and that it worth
wile to try again with a good fulfillment. This second project
was so just for beach nourishment and took in place the
permanence of the groin already built in agreement with the first
project, so that its aim was just to transfer 425.000 of sands from
the interior of the ría to the natural beaches, enough to both
complete the first projected trespass and to recover the
sediments moved away after channel dredges Its works have
begin in October of 2002 and have been finished just after
spring tides of on March 2003. The evolution of the process
during the nineties, on the other hand, with several sailing
accidents and other problems derived from difficulties in the far
end of the channel (undoubtedly due to the replenishment of the
fortuitously and artificially created west margin beach) have led
to specific studies to stabilize the entrance channel for the
functionality conditions and purposes of the fishery harbor
which have been developed considering the bottom
configuration estimated after this project.

The studies for the project have shown the same nature of the
sediments of all the beaches and of the banks of the inner part of
the ría; and the only possible problem could derive from the
increasing extension of sea-grass permitted by the
generalized flatness of these banks under the present degree of
filling after the long period (1978-87) of silting in the absence of
the spit and under the present shelter produced by the recovered
spit. This project was justified to be an authentic environmental
one taking into account that it tried also to restore the inner part
of the ría to its natural evolutionary state, besides its main aim of
restoring beaches. In spite of having been admitted that
settlement the project need four years of environmental and
administrative formalities to be initiated its works.

The way of trespassing materials from the inner to the outer
parts of the ría was very simple in spite of the environmental
restrictions (not trespassing between March and October, not to
employ too much power pumps or too big or auto-shipping
dredging, not to deep in dredging areas under 0,50 m ....), using
a dredging device over a floating platform of 16 meters length, 5
meters width and 1 only meter draught, consisting on a IHC
pump of 500 mm of diameter working with a Netherlander
Carterpillar motor of 1200 C. V.At 1200 r. p. m. which had to be
pumping until 1500 m of distance through e flexible pipeline of
400 mm of diameter, being helped in holding and moving the
pipeline by a regular power shovel. The following items could
be noticed:

The first question to notice is the confirmation of the foreseen
homogeneity of all sediments, in both parts of the ría. In the long
studies for research in the area the nature of sediments al along
the coast between the to major rías at both sides of Foz, had been
assumed to be of the same “granular species”, that is, to have the
grain size distribution, in spite of showing changes in the
mineral composition at one side and other of the small westward
neighbor ría of Fazouro, where a small submarine canyon seems
to be; it had been understood as a consequence of the
homogeneous wave conditions versus the heterogeneous nature
of the rocky littoral facade at one side and another of the canyon,
and as a showing that in all the Cantabrian rías the inner sandy
sediments proceed from the exterior littoral drift in agreement
with multiple sedimentary studies by . (1979).
This assumption however is not generally accepted leading to
misunderstand the processes and to fail the diagnostic. The
analysis of the samples taken along all trespassing time from the
dredged materials shown a size distribution and a fraction of
carbonates totally similar to the previous ones of the samples
from both the beaches and the superficial inner banks. Table 1
shows the results of this recent as the anterior analysis. The
small but noticeable increased percentage of carbonates in the
inner samples is related to the lightly bigger size and is a
consequence of the less hydrodynamic action.

olumes, and the deferred orthogonal photography, which
nevertheless illustrates better than any other type of observation
the performance of the whole sedimentary system.

Additionally the figure 1 also illustrates the absolutely good
performance of the system in the disposal area with a loosing of
materials under 2% during the whole period of trespassing
having being estimated in the project around 20%. Although
this observation may be completed with the data taken in table
2, which summarize the volumes of dredging and disposal in the
successive steps of monitoring and the deduced volumes of both
losses by turbidity and gains by natural nourishment, having the
particular performance of the nourished area during the sand-
trespassing works shown also a great stability in the short term.
In Table 2 may so be observed the agreement between the
dredged and the disposed volumes. All that also supposes the
confirmation of the exterior (littoral) origin of the sediments
naturally reaching the nourished area, as it has been deduced
from the project studies, shown in the former project (

., 1990 figs. 15 and 16-) and also confirmed now in figure 2.
This stability has been checked in spite of the difficulties for
being properly understood the summarized basis of project
which prescribed to pour the pumped sand just under wave
action in the inter-tidal and strand bands of the disposal area;
effectively there was no trust in the stable performance of the
material so disposed since most of sands have been poured out
on the dry part of the disposal area instead of on the inter-tidal
and strand zones as it had been explained and prescribed in the
project.

The evolution of the ecosystem between the dates of both
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A second observation is the good performance of the system

in the dredging area during the sand-trespassing works; it has
shown a great stability in the short term (Figure 1) in such a way
that the measurements done over the dredged whole may be
considered very accurate and that these must be taken as the best
measurements for all evaluations, controls, monitoring and
payments to establish in projects and contractual conditions.
Comparing both sides of the figure it is noticeable the accuracy
between the bathymetric map, necessary for determining
v
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Table 1. Relevant result of the sand analysis. Sizes (diameters
84, 50 and 16), and % of carbonates and organic matter.
Samples from the beaches, from the superficial layer of the inner
banks and from the dredged material.

Samples Ø Ø Ø % de
Carbonato

1.1 0.52 0.36 0.26 41.6
1.2 0.52 0.36 0.26 48.5
1.3 0.55 0.38 0.27 44.9
2.1 0.45 0.30 0.19 46.2
2.2 0.45 0.33 0.24 38.3
2.3 0.45 0.30 0.17 49.2
3.1 0.45 0.34 0.27 42.3
3.2 0.5 0.37 0.27 52.7
3.3 0.48 0.35 0.21 44.2
4.1 0.46 0.32 0.21 52.6
4.2 0.45 0.33 0.26 47
5.1 0.44 0.31 0.20 41.8
5.2 0.5 0.37 0.26 46.7
5.3 0.45 0.31 0.18 40.3
6.4 0.5 0.37 0.28 51
7.1 0.46 0.33 0.25 43.8
7.2 0.48 0.35 0.25 39.9
D.1 0.52 0.33 0.21 49
D.2 0.51 0.32 0.20 50
D.3 0.48 0.31 0.21 46.5
D.4 0.52 0.34 0.22 51
D.5 0.53 0.35 0.23 45
D.6 0.74 0.36 0.23 79 (shells)
D.7 10.66 0.34 0.22
D.8 0.52 0.34 0.22
D.9 0.51 0.34 0.23 44

D.10 0.51 0.35 0.24
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Figure 1. Beach re-nourishment and dredged zones. Result of the out-back-passing. Left, last bathymetric control of dredging and
nourished areas, March, 17, 2003. Right, orthogonal photo of the whole area ofApril, 10, 2003.

project ('87-'02) has led to changes in the as in the
as well. Having known ., 1991) that

the entrance rate of marine sediments to the inner part of the ría
has grown up in the period 1978 1987, in the absence of the
emerged barrier, since then, reduced the hydrodynamism again,
the flatness of the interior banks has been increasing as
cartographic changes are showing and, with it, the proportion of
the ría under enough maritime (salty) conditions, what has
induced a notorious reduction of shellfish collection and a not
less notorious extension of the tidal meadows of the sea-grass
of .

This last change has been helped by the increment of the
pelitic and organic matter contents in the sediments, increasing
towards the most interior and marginal areas; these matters
proceed from continental sources but joint together with the
finest sandy materials from marine origin and increase the

compaction of banks and meadows under the present sheltered
conditions due to the spit-barrier. The increasing flatness of the
inner sand banks since 1987, under present shelter conditions, is
roughly shown by the present interment of an old ruble inter-
tidal dyke placed in the most inner part of the port that in 1987
was still visible.

But the most important perception of this work, especially
well noticeable in the right part of figure 1 is the confirmation
that all the present problems of both the beaches and the
entrance channel are linked to the previous harbor works in the
way that the harbor channeling jetty has generated the
fortuitously artificial pocket beach between the jetty and the
western headland, and that it is already full of sand; presently
the greatest problem for the beaches, as for the channel as well,
is caused by the fullness of that beach.

The results of the described works and monitoring have
proved the steadiness of the inner banks of sand accumulated in
the inner part of the rías whose mouth is closed by a littoral
barrier and the subsequent effectiveness of measuring by-
passing and nourishing volumes directly in the dredging areas
better than in the disposal ones. The paper confirms the
circumstances and causes of the evolution of the ría and beaches
determined in 1980 and other posterior studies between 1988
and 2000. It also has checked from the monitoring works during
the recent sand passing and nourishment that the interior sands
proceeds from the littoral drift and that the silting up process in
the interior of the ría suffered a strong increasing during the
absence of the barrier, and that this barrier is generated as a spit
under dominance of the littoral long-shore drift, in spite of its
apparent contradiction with the wind wave regime, therefore

biotope
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Table 2 . Dredged volumes versus disposal increasing volumes,
with estimated turbidity losses and drifting gains in the disposed
area.
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showing the roll of the wave propagation changes in the actual
littoral processes. Additionally it has also shown in this
particular case the definitive roll of the fortuitously artificial
west beach in disturbing the entrance channel and the rest of the
outer part of the ría.
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Fig.2.Variation of shoreward force ratio [F ] versus relative water depth d/L for different relative wave heights [h/d=1.0 and L /L=
0.06-0.32.
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